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the toyota paseo known as the toyota cynos japanese トヨタ サイノス toyota sainosu in japan and other
regions is a sports styled subcompact car sold from 1991 until 1999 by toyota and was directly based
on the tercel it was available as a coupé and in later models as a convertible when people talk about
2 door toyota models from this era icons like the supra and mr2 come to mind one that doesn t get as
much attention is the paseo for your consideration a rare 1997 toyota paseo convertible it appears to
be well preserved and only has about 92 000 miles on the clock the paseo convertible especially in its
usdm second generation form is a car that s hardly remembered even by 90s jdm enthusiasts
perpetually overshadowed by the supra celica and even the save up to 0 on one of 1 used 1997
toyota paseo convertible near you find your perfect car with edmunds expert reviews car comparisons
and pricing tools this video is an up close and personal tour of this rare 1997 toyota paseo i cover the
vehicle s history specifications other details as well as start t today s rare ride is the rarest version of
an already rare economy car it s a sporty and simple toyota paseo cabriolet hailing from 1997 toyota
first offered the paseo in 1991 as a sporty replacement for the deceased two door corolla currently a
1997 toyota paseo in excellent condition is listed from 2 000 to a top value of just 3 900 if it s the
coupe from that year prices drop from a low of 1 525 to 3 250 driving home from work i caught sight
of a rather unusual car a toyota paseo convertible i couldn t recall ever having seen one before as it
turns out the convertible model was introduced in the u s in august 1996 and the paseo was
discontinued in 1997 pros good looks great cornering ability fuel efficient toyota reliability cons high
price low power what s new a convertible debuts coupes get dual visor vanity mirrors fresh door
detailed specs and features for the used 1997 toyota paseo convertible including dimensions
horsepower engine capacity fuel economy transmission engine type cylinders drivetrain and technical
specifications for the 1997 1999 toyota paseo cabrio 2 door convertible find compare performance
practicality chassis brakes top speed acceleration suspension engine weights luggage more i do own
one in a very good condition it s blue it s my second blue paseo convertible i love it to the moon and
back toyota paseo specs engine 5e fe 1 6 litre naturally aspirated inline four power 89bhp 0 62mph
11 2 seconds top speed 115mph price now 1000 2000 the first generations of the paseo were
designed as a coupe the design later transformed to offer a convertible soft top toyota s second
release of the paseo offered more in terms of interior features inside you will find a sony cd player
three trim options and decal designs there were no special changes to the engine for the later all
model years for the toyota paseo research the 1997 toyota paseo at cars com and find specs pricing
mpg safety data photos videos reviews and local inventory find toyota paseo convertibles for sale on
oodle classifieds join millions of people using oodle to find unique used cars for sale certified pre
owned car listings and new car classifieds don t miss what s happening in your neighborhood the
paseo convertible combines the leading edge style of the coupe model with the sun loving addition of
a manual convertible top the paseo convertible begins life at toyota s takaoka plant in toyota city
japan as a partially assembled coupe toyota paseo toyota s tercel based sport coupe received a
second generation in 1996 this redesign introduced a new convertible body style for the subcompact
the airport limousine was a concept car shown at the 1961 tokyo motor show 5 based on the crown
the airport limousine was a 6 door wagon that retained the fins and side panels of the crown sedan it
had three rows of bench seats allowed seating for 9 people plus luggage space in the rear section the
1900cc 3r engine produced 80 ps 59 kw the toyota mrj is a concept convertible made by toyota in
1995 toyota says at toyota we know exactly what a sports car should be responsive to the driver s
every command quick off the mark and nimble on a twisty road we ve always felt the midship engine
design was the best way to meet all those goals and ensure unprecedented comfort



toyota paseo wikipedia May 27 2024 the toyota paseo known as the toyota cynos japanese トヨタ サイ
ノス toyota sainosu in japan and other regions is a sports styled subcompact car sold from 1991 until
1999 by toyota and was directly based on the tercel it was available as a coupé and in later models as
a convertible
autotrader find toyota paseo convertible autotrader Apr 26 2024 when people talk about 2
door toyota models from this era icons like the supra and mr2 come to mind one that doesn t get as
much attention is the paseo for your consideration a rare 1997 toyota paseo convertible it appears to
be well preserved and only has about 92 000 miles on the clock
toyota paseo a forgotten convertible sports car that Mar 25 2024 the paseo convertible
especially in its usdm second generation form is a car that s hardly remembered even by 90s jdm
enthusiasts perpetually overshadowed by the supra celica and even the
used 1997 toyota paseo convertible for sale edmunds Feb 24 2024 save up to 0 on one of 1 used
1997 toyota paseo convertible near you find your perfect car with edmunds expert reviews car
comparisons and pricing tools
the rare convertible you might not know of 97 toyota Jan 23 2024 this video is an up close and
personal tour of this rare 1997 toyota paseo i cover the vehicle s history specifications other details as
well as start t
rare rides a pristine 1997 toyota paseo of cabriolet variety Dec 22 2023 today s rare ride is
the rarest version of an already rare economy car it s a sporty and simple toyota paseo cabriolet
hailing from 1997 toyota first offered the paseo in 1991 as a sporty replacement for the deceased two
door corolla
is a 1997 toyota paseo worth restoring wicked local Nov 21 2023 currently a 1997 toyota paseo in
excellent condition is listed from 2 000 to a top value of just 3 900 if it s the coupe from that year
prices drop from a low of 1 525 to 3 250
1997 toyota paseo convertible genho generationhighoutput Oct 20 2023 driving home from work i
caught sight of a rather unusual car a toyota paseo convertible i couldn t recall ever having seen one
before as it turns out the convertible model was introduced in the u s in august 1996 and the paseo
was discontinued in 1997
1997 toyota paseo review ratings edmunds Sep 19 2023 pros good looks great cornering ability fuel
efficient toyota reliability cons high price low power what s new a convertible debuts coupes get dual
visor vanity mirrors fresh door
used 1997 toyota paseo convertible specs features Aug 18 2023 detailed specs and features for the
used 1997 toyota paseo convertible including dimensions horsepower engine capacity fuel economy
transmission engine type cylinders drivetrain and
1997 toyota paseo cabrio specs performance encycarpedia Jul 17 2023 technical specifications
for the 1997 1999 toyota paseo cabrio 2 door convertible find compare performance practicality
chassis brakes top speed acceleration suspension engine weights luggage more
toyota paseo convertible the official car of reddit Jun 16 2023 i do own one in a very good
condition it s blue it s my second blue paseo convertible i love it to the moon and back
toyota paseo what it s like to run this forgotten 90s coupe May 15 2023 toyota paseo specs engine 5e
fe 1 6 litre naturally aspirated inline four power 89bhp 0 62mph 11 2 seconds top speed 115mph price
now 1000 2000
a detailed look at the forgotten toyota paseo sports car Apr 14 2023 the first generations of the paseo
were designed as a coupe the design later transformed to offer a convertible soft top toyota s second
release of the paseo offered more in terms of interior features inside you will find a sony cd player
three trim options and decal designs there were no special changes to the engine for the later
1997 toyota paseo specs price mpg reviews cars com Mar 13 2023 all model years for the
toyota paseo research the 1997 toyota paseo at cars com and find specs pricing mpg safety data
photos videos reviews and local inventory
toyota paseo convertibles for sale used cars on oodle Feb 12 2023 find toyota paseo convertibles for
sale on oodle classifieds join millions of people using oodle to find unique used cars for sale certified



pre owned car listings and new car classifieds don t miss what s happening in your neighborhood
how many paseo convertibles toyota owners club of north Jan 11 2023 the paseo convertible
combines the leading edge style of the coupe model with the sun loving addition of a manual
convertible top the paseo convertible begins life at toyota s takaoka plant in toyota city japan as a
partially assembled coupe
here s some convertibles you probably forgot about msn Dec 10 2022 toyota paseo toyota s
tercel based sport coupe received a second generation in 1996 this redesign introduced a new
convertible body style for the subcompact
toyota concept vehicles 1935 1969 wikipedia Nov 09 2022 the airport limousine was a concept car
shown at the 1961 tokyo motor show 5 based on the crown the airport limousine was a 6 door wagon
that retained the fins and side panels of the crown sedan it had three rows of bench seats allowed
seating for 9 people plus luggage space in the rear section the 1900cc 3r engine produced 80 ps 59
kw
toyota concept vehicles 1990 1999 wikipedia Oct 08 2022 the toyota mrj is a concept convertible
made by toyota in 1995 toyota says at toyota we know exactly what a sports car should be
responsive to the driver s every command quick off the mark and nimble on a twisty road we ve
always felt the midship engine design was the best way to meet all those goals and ensure
unprecedented comfort
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